Accurate determination of surface normal stresses from numerical modeling of mantle convection is crucial in determining surface topography, geoid and gravity anomalies. With the finite element method, we have developed a consistent boundary flux (CBF) method for computing the surface stress by solving the momentum equation directly. The method has a much higher accuracy for determining surface stresses than the standard pressure smoothing method, and for typical convection problems, the CBF is about one order of magnitude more accurate than pressure smoothing. The CBF can be easily applied to a variety of types of elements and to compute a range of physical quantities including heat flow on boundaries. CBF, moreover, is a post-processing operation and is computationally inexpensive.
Introduction
an incompressible viscous flow, the standard FEM uses a penalty function formulation with velocity Topography, geoid and gravity are among the as a primary variable (Hughes, 1987) . Because of most important observations constraining thermal the simplicity of this fonnulation, it has been convection within the Earth's mantle. Numerical used widely in mantle convection studies (Schumodeling of thermal convection reveals the funbert and Anderson, 1985; King et al., 1990) . Also, damental relationship between the surface obit allows geodynamicists to study many important servables and internal dynamics. As the geoid aspects in mantle convection, including the efand gravity both directly depend on surface defects of faults (Zhong and Gurnis, 1992) . The formation (dynamic topography) induced by therstandard method to compute the surface stress in mal convection, accurate computation of dynamic the FEM is pressure smoothing (Hughes, 1987 , topography is essential for determining all three pp. 226-231). The pressure smoothing method observables. Dynamic topography can be detercomputes the averaged stress for each element mined from normal stresses acting on surfaces, with a constitutive equation, and then projects assuming that the normal stresses are compenthis averaged stress onto adjacent nodes. For sated through surface deformation on free surboundary nodes, a linear extrapolation is used to faces.
adjust the stress. Although the pressure smoothWith the Boussinesq approximation, the ing method works very well for interior nodes Earth's mantle can be regarded as an incompress-(indeed, the pressure smoothing is a least-square ible viscous fluid. Viscous flow can be solved approximation of stresses for interior nodes) using the finite element method (FEM) for corn- (Hughes, 1987, pp. 297-303) , its accuracy degenplicated geometries and rheologies. To solve for erates on boundaries (King, 1991) . The loss of accuracy for boundary stresses becomes more se-such as a temperature-dependent viscosity which and u, is the flow velocity. Throughout the paper, may be fundamentally important for the mantle, repeated indices denote summation. Here we introduce a new method, consistent
The boundary conditions are in general a cornboundary flux calculation (CBF), originally probination of prescribed stress and velocity and can posed by Mizukami (1986) and Hughes (1987) (King et al., 1990) , which sure and p. is the dynamic viscosity. employs bilinear quadrilateral elements, is used
Equations (1)- (4) can be solved for an irreguto solve the velocity field. We will first review lar geometry and a spatially variable rheology how the CBF works, and then show several examwith a penalty function formulation (Hughes, pies. We will compare dynamic topography and 1987). The Galerkin weak formulation can be geoid from the CBF and the pressure smoothing stated as: find u~= v+ g~and v1 E Uh, where U" with both analytic solutions and a recent convecis a set of functions in which each function, w, is tion benchmark (Blankenbach et al., 1989) . Alequal to zero on Fg,, such that for all w1 E U~' though bilinear elements are used, the CBF can be applied to various types of elements. The CBF
can also be applied to computing surface heat~1 Fh flow (Nusselt number) of convection with a higher accuracy than pressure smoothing (e.g. Ho-Liu et -f Wj,JCijk1~k,ldfl (6) al., 1987) .
It
where n~is the number of space dimensions and are the coefficients of the constitutive equation. The pressure smoothing method, using the 2. Method velocity solved from (6) and the constitutive equation, Eq. (5), computes the element average o~, Surface stresses are determined by the moand then projects the average o-~,onto boundary mentum and continuity equations, which, for an nodes. incompressible viscous fluid with no inertial With the CBF method, a function, w1 E U", is forces, are not assumed to be zero on Fg1 hence the equivalent form of (6) is
where f1 is the body force, o~is the stress tensor,
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I~w here the~are entries of an element stiffness matrix, the Na are shape functions, h1 is the five and the seventh sub-equations of (9) are simply parts of the normal equations of motion (i.e. Eq. (6)), the sixth and the eighth sub-equations form equations which solve for the normal where s1 are the unknown tractions on Fgj and stress on nodes 3 and 4 ( Fig. 1 ). After substituting can be expressed as (8) into (9), the sixth and the eighth sub-equa-
tions of (9) can be excressed as
where~is the un~own traction at boundary
node a. As Na in Eq. (8) is zero for a node that isñ ot on Fg.~it is easy to show that the equations
J~/
which govern the flow field remain unchanged from (6). Using the flow field solved from (6) and I 8 substituting (8) into (7) yields a set of equations I~k61u1 -f N~f2dfl procedure can be carried out at an element level. / with the following example. Let us suppose that where an isoparametric element notation (e.g. for an element e, the boundary side is prescribed Hughes, 1987) is used for the left-hand side, le is with a horizontal traction and a vertical velocity the length of F2, and N3 and N4 are the degen-( Fig. 1) , i.e. F;2 F,~. A matrix form of Eq. (7) for erated one-dimensional shape functions, which the element e can be written as can be written as I k~k23 k24 k~k26 k27 k28 I k33 k34 k35 k36 k37 k38 where~, = -1 for i = 3 and~, = 1 for i = 4. The degeneration of the shape functions results from k44 k45 k46 k47 k48 the fact that the second integration on the right-(k11 k12 k13 k14 k15 k16 k17 k18~=~i +~(11) k55 k56 k57 k58 hand side of (9) is along F g2.
Sym k66 k67 k68 Equation (10) can be assembled for all the k77 k78 boundary elements in the usual way, and thus a k88 set of equations with the unknown boundary normal stresses is formed. The 2 x 2 matrix in (10),
given the shape functions in (11), can be analyti-3. Results and discussion cally computed and the diagonal entries and the off-diagonal entries are 1/3 and 1/6, respec-
The advantage of the CBF over the pressure tively. After being assembled, the global matrix smoothing method will be illustrated through equation is a tn-diagonal matrix equation and can three test cases. The first case is an analytic be easily solved with a conjugate gradient method.
solution and the other two are the standard cases
With a trapezoidal integration rule, the 2 X 2 used in mantle convection benchmarks (Blanmatrix can even be diagonalized (Hughes, 1987 (Hughes, ), kenbach et al., 1989 . For all three cases, the and the resulting equations can be solved very improvement in computing boundary stress is sigefficiently without losing much accuracy. We have nificant, especially for the case with variable visused the former approach in this paper.
cosity. The CBF occurs during a post-processing
In Case 1, an isoviscous flow within a 1 x 1 box phase, and does not have any effect on the priwith free slip boundary conditions on all boundmary equations of the flow. The CBF clearly has aries is driven by a buoyant force several advantages over the pressure smoothing. For instance, the CBF computes the boundary f 1 = 0 and f2 =pagT(x1, x2)
stress directly on the boundaries, therefore this where p and a are the density and the coefficient method works for various irregular elements; the of thermal expansion, respectively, g is the accelpressure smoothing method prefers rectangle eleeration of gravity, and T(x1, x2) is the temperaments, because extrapolation of the elemental ture field, given by stress onto the boundaries is used. Also, by solving the momentum equation, the CBF automati-T(x1, x2) =cos(kx1) . 5(x2x~) , cally includes the contribution of the body force for 0 <x x <1 (13) within the boundary row elements to the bound-
ary stress. The pressure smoothing method canwhere k = 2ir/A and A is a wavelength, 5(x2 -not accurately account for the contribution of the x~)is the Dirac delta function, and x~represents body force (King (1991) proposed a different apthe location of the buoyancy. Using a Green's proach to include the contribution of the body function method (Parson and Daly, 1983) , an force). For thermal convection problems, because analytic solution of surface stress~after being of the existence of thermal boundary layers, the normalized by pag, can be obtained:
body force may be significant in determining the cos'kx 's urface stress. It should be pointed out, however,~~22(x1, 1) = 2~{k(1 -xi) sinh (k) that the CBF can only be used to compute sinh (k) boundary stresses. For some problems, such as xcosh(kx~)-k sinh[k(1 -xi)] thermal convection wtth a stress-dependent rheology, in which computing the interior stresses is + sinh( k) sinh( kx~) }, necessary, the pressure smoothing method is still needed.
for0 x1 1 Cases 1(a) and 2(a) in the Blankenbach et a!.
Thermal diffusivity 10-6 m2 s_i (1989) benchmark paper and are briefly defined Acceleration of gravity, g 10 m~2
ueaow. Thermal expansion, a 2.5 x 10 K (Surface) kinematic viscosity,~2.5 X 1019 m2~The flows are confined to a non-dimensional Gravitational constant 6.673x 10 11 Nm2 kg2 1 x 1 box with free slip and isothermal boundary conditions on the bottom and top boundaries and with reflecting boundary conditions on the vertical boundaries. The body force also has the form For A = 1, the surface stresses 022 for x~= of (12). For Case 2, a constant viscosity with a 63/64, 62/64, and 60/64 are computed. The 022 Rayleigh number of io~is used. For Case 3, a values at the top-left corner point (x 1 = 0) aptemperature-dependent viscosity, proach one, as the buoyancy is approaching the surface (Table 1) .
bT With the FEM, the flow with the same buoy-
ancy is solved for a 64 x 64 uniform mesh, and°2 2 on the surface is computed with both the is used. A Rayleigh number defined by surface pressure smoothing method and the CBF (Table  viscosity ,~o, is also iO~.In (15), b = ln(1000), 1). Although the pressure smoothing is fairly acwhich limits the maximum variation of viscosity to curate when the buoyancy is four meshes away iO~,and iXT is the temperature difference befrom the surface, the accuracy from the pressure tween bottom and top boundaries. An initial consmoothing suffers when the buoyancy is one or dition is chosen such that a single convection cell two meshes away from the surface; a similar forms in the steady state. result was also reported by King (1991) . The CBF Topography can be calculated from the surface is clearly superior to the pressure smoothing (Tanormal stress by assuming that the surface will ble 1). For example, when the buoyancy is only deform with the normal stress such that no net one mesh away from the surface (x~= 63/64), traction acts on the surface after deforming. Folthe relative error (Table 1, in parentheses) of the lowing Blankenbach et al. (1989) , the topography pressure smoothing is 16.5%, but the CBF reand geoid are computed by setting the mean duces the error to 0.13%.
value of each to zero. Both calculations are done dimensionally with values shown in Table 2 . In topography, especially over thermal upwel!ings. computing the topography, no overlying medium For example, for a 48 x 48 mesh, the relative is assumed, and the density of the underlying error of topography over the upwelling (x 1 = 0) is medium is twice that of the flow. The geoid is 23%, and this error is notably larger than that computed with a spectra! method.
over the downwel!ing (x1 = 1), which is 4.70%. For Case 2, surface topographies at x1 = 0,~, Also, accuracy of the CBF is about one order of and at x1 = 1,~2' from pressure smoothing and magnitude higher than that of the pressure CBF methods with different meshes, and Chrissmoothing. Not surprisingly, geoids from the CBF tensen's extrapolated results given by Blankenhave much smaller errors than those from the bach et a!. (1989) are shown in Table 3 . The pressure smoothing method. The differences in relative errors of the pressure smoothing and the surface topography and the geoid between these CBF (Table 3 , in parentheses) are also computed two methods can easily be seen in Fig. 2 , which by taking Christensen's extrapolated results as shows the topography and geoid profiles for a 'exact' solutions. The pressure smoothing method 48 x 48 mesh.
(referred to as PS in Table 3 ) achieves a reason-
The pressure smoothing method significantly ably high accuracy, and typical relative errors are underestimates topography for Case 3 with a about 1%. However, the CBF has a much higher temperature-dependent viscosity. As is well accuracy and reduces the relative errors by about known, temperature-dependent viscosity can thin one order of magnitude (Table 3 ). The geoid is the upper thermal boundary layer, especially near the difference between two terms: one measures upwe!lings. This results in a sharp change in contributions from internal density structure and viscosity and body forces near the boundaries. another accounts for the topographic contnibuAny difference scheme, which is necessary for tion. As these two terms usually have much larger computing the stress with a constitutive equation magnitudes than the geoid itself, the geoid is very in the pressure smoothing method, will be maccusensitive to each of them; accurate topography is rate near these boundaries. The accuracy beessential for an accurate determination of the comes worse near the upwelling, as a result of the geoid. The geoid at x~= 0, 'I'~,and at x1 = 1, 'I'~thinner boundary layers, and this explains why (Table 3) , clearly shows that the CBF yields a the errors over the upwellings are much larger much more accurate geoid than pressure smooththan those over the downwellings (Table 4) . Howing. For example, for a 32 x 32 mesh, whereas ever, the CBF overcomes this difficulty by solving the relative error of 'I'~is 2.0% for the pressure the boundary stress directly from the momentum smoothing method, it is reduced to 0.08% for the equation. A higher Rayleigh number would result CBF.
in an even thinner thermal boundary layer, and For Case 3 with a temperature-dependent visthus the CBF has a great advantage. With a cosity, we observe ( 
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